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Main characteristics
Title of lab Know your network; use data to connect our alumni association

Professor/Lab supervisor: Dmitriy Silov & Loes de Boer (DL Network Analytics)

General information ● Participants will gain a deep understanding of how a
network of alumni can be utilized optimally and formulate
concrete suggestions for improving the use and
longevity of the TiU alumni network

● Participants will gain experience in performing a real-life
consultancy case for the TiU alumni network

● An independent approach is required; successful 
applicants will get the opportunity to explore real
data and create a real case-study using DL
Network Analytics’ formats

● An interdisciplinary team is preferred; ideally, 
quantitative methods will be combined with social, 
qualitative, research

● International students are more than welcome 
● Experience working with a young Dutch start-up

Number of students 4 – 5

Period September 2021 – June 2022

Effort per student 80h/student

Effort for supervisor Monty meetings to monitor progress and determine to-do’s

Final presentation June 2022

Background of the project

The people we get to know during our studies can be crucial for us later in life. Knowing that we all

studied at Tilburg University (TiU), regardless of discipline, connects us. It gives us a shared

background over which we can bond and allows us to depend upon each other’s knowledge. The

TiU alumni association aims to facilitate this for its active members.

Life goes on however. As more people become alumni and live their lives, it becomes increasingly

challenging to stay aware of the untapped potential within the alumni association. This untapped

potential is what you will get the opportunity of discovering during this ILAB. Using methods used

by DL Network Analytics, you will perform a full study of how TiU alumni can use their network

more efficiently. Now, as well as in the future.

In this case-study you will create a real and researched consult, answering questions like:

● What does the TiU alumni association network look like?



● What are the primary skills present and which skills do people want to develop?

● How can we increase contact and sharing, using both existing and newly formed bonds?

● How can the alumni association stay appealing to and relevant for future alumni?

Problem statement

What can the Tilburg University alumni association do to use and connect its network more

optimally and make it future-proof?

Stakeholders

● DL Network Analytics

● Tilburg University

● TiU alumni association

Research approach

The research will employ a mixed range of methods. Qualitative research will be necessary to

evaluate the social aspect of the problem and form the basis for quantitative analysis.  Experience

combinatorial optimization (Econometrics and Operations Research course 35V5A3-B-6) and

Python programming is a strong preference.

Final reporting

- Slideshow presentation of a consult, to be presented to the TiU alumni association

- (Python) code

Organizational issues

Participants will be required to sign a non-disclosure agreement, as well as an agreement on

using data responsibly and safely. Compliance with data regulation will be taken very seriously

when applicable. Additional email and phone contact with the supervisors is acceptable in case the

project is stuck, although the focus lies on independent research and thought. We will work in

monthly periods with concrete deliverables.


